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- Introduce all of parameters about color quality and accuracy



COLOR ACCURACY

YujiCapture™ chroma solution

A special optimization for photographic lighting.

As widely recognized by the photographic industry, the accuracy of chroma is the top
critical factor that affects the lighting quality, even more important than color rendition.

YujiCapture™ optimizes a special selection of color tolerance of 50% more consistent
compared to standard LED. Centering on the blackbody locus, YujiCapture™ presents a
most ideal white light at different correlated color temperatures to eliminate the color
deviation essentially.

Common standards to measure the color of LEDs are SDCM (Standard Deviation Colour
Matching), also known as “MacAdam ellipse” and ANSI C78.377-201x. The later sets a
4-step SDCM for fluorescent and halogen lamp. However, most LED manufacturers
defines a 7-step SDCM for commercial applications compromising to the cost.

Benefits from Yuji’s own state-of-the-art phosphor technology, YujiCapture maintains
a 3-step SDCM, where the color deviation is less than 50% of common LEDs. The
more concentrated chromaticity presents perfect white light for professional
photographer to capture.

Meanwhile, we provide 4 conventional CCTs (correlated color temperatures) in
photography and film lighting industry. 2700K and 3200K mimics the tungsten tune,
while 5600K and 6500K are the reference of direct and northern daylight.

Feel the difference you will get from YujiCapture compared to other common LEDs.



COLOR ACCURACY

TrueChroma support

A practical service for evaluating color consistency.

TrueChroma technique helps YujiCapture to achieve even more accurate color when
integrating LEDs on PCB.

The key phenomenon is that the chromaticity deviation of LEDs obeys normal
distribution (both in x and y direction). According to the law of large numbers in
probability theory, the average of results from a large number of trials should be close to
the expectation value, and tend to be closer if more trails are performed. The expectation
of a normal distribution is “the most middle value”, in this case, is the target chromaticity
coordinate. Thus, with more LEDs on one board, their average chromaticity coordinate is
closer to the target coordinate, which makes emission light more accurate.

TrueChroma ensures that the LEDs we picked up when designing PCB obeys normal
distribution and their positions are also well-arranged. Thus, the actual chromaticity
range for LED fixtures could be narrow to 1/4 of that of LEDs.



COLOR RENDITION

TrueCRI support

Multiple-dimension CRI assessment, brand-new attitude.

Individual high CRI is inconvincible, LED is always used as a cluster regardless as a panel
for soft light, or a Fresnel for hard light. Usually an alleged high CRI score LED on the
market is picked as a best result from a batch of production intentionally, which misleads
the user’s understanding of the real performance of the products. For industrialized
production, there is always a distribution of different CRI scores which sometimes
confuses users to decide what to choose and what exactly the actual result could be, we
help users to improve this uncertainty under control to understand how stable the light
performs.

Besides the industrial highest CRI, YujiCapture™ also cares about the industrialized
consistency, based on the big data of production, Yuji is first and the only one in the
world that introduces the support of TrueCRI™ which collects the average CRI
performance with statistical data to provide accurate evaluation assistance for users.

For example, when users choose a batch of YujiCapture™ 2700K LED with the quantity
over 10,000pcs, we help to estimate the best Ra will be 99.1, the worst Ra 94.3, average
Ra 96.7, and all details of each color render can be evaluated from the charts. And Within
this batch, the ratio of Ra > 95 is 98.59%, Ra > 90 is 100%; R9 > 90 is 98.59%, R9 > 85 is
100%.



COLOR RENDITION

Introduce TLCI as a standard specification

The metric for photographic specially.

TLCI is an independent metric that evaluates the lighting quality at the television
dimension. Compared to CRI, TLCI cares more about camera response and the
calculation of TLCI is more focused on the spectrum, where generally the true color
rendition always relies on the spectrum. It is possible to get an LED with poor TLCI score
but high CRI result, therefore it is necessary to formally introduce TLCI as the
YujiCaptur™standard specification to help users distinguish and compare CRI and TLCI to
evaluate the lighting quality for photographic lighting more accurately.

TLCI

Specified



COLOR RENDITION

Introduce TM-30 as a standard specification

A most comprehensive metric for color rendition

The TM-30 metric is accepted gradually because of its multi-dimension assessment of
color rendition. Compared to CRI, TM-30 picks 99 color evaluation samples from more
than 100,000 collected world possible colors. Additionally, TM-30 separates the fidelity
and gamut evaluations to present a most objective result.

YujiCapture™ is the first one that introduces the latest TM-30-18 as a standard
specification to help with LED users understand the actual performance with this metric.
In a shoot scene that generates complex color environment, the performance with
TM-30-18 contributes to a multidimensional evaluation for post production.

TM-30

Specified



BRIGHTNESS & EFFICACY

Introduce high efficacy LED solution

High Efficiency or high CRI? There will be no tangle any more.

Most of photography application wants lighting with high CRI & luminous efficacy(lm/W),
but these two cannot be achieved altogether. In fact, it can be easily found from the LED
market that they announce their LED has 140 lm/W or even 160 lm/W with CRI 70 or 80,
but there can be rarely found LED has 140/W with CRI 95. Yuji now launches BC-2835DL
with 140lm/W & CRI 97, 40% efficacy increased.

The lighting of filming site is sometimes limited by rated power of the power supply. If the
power of the power supply is not enough to reach sufficient illuminance, the only way is
to pull the light source closer to obtain sufficient illuminance. The shortening of the
distance between the light source and the shooting object will lead to the failure to
achieve the desired result in some filming scenes.

HIGH EFFICACY & HIGH CRI

- 140 lm/w, CRI 97YUJILEDS



Features

• High luminous efficacy LED means more lumen output at the same electrical power.
This makes the portable batteries in lighting kit last much longer.

• High luminous efficacy LED means higher light conversion and less heat conversion.
Less heat leads to increasing stability of light emitting and color coordinates shift.

• High luminous efficacy LED means higher ratio of lumen per dollar.
• High efficient LED may more expensive than normal LED, but improvement on

optical performance, heat dissipation performance and PCB substrate saving will
save more in further steps.

Yuji SMD Products Comparison



PHOTOBIOLOGY SAFETY

IEC/EN 62471 Certificate

Illumination Standards for Eye and Skin Safety.

Valid for:
The classification - Exempt Group (RG 0) is complied for all Yuji SMD LED.

Click here to acquire Yuji LED - IEC 62471 certificate

IEC/EN 62471 gives guidance for evaluating the photobiological safety of lamps and lamp
systems including luminaries. Specifically it defines exposure limits, references
measurement techniques and the classification scheme for the evaluation and control of
photobiological hazards from all electrically powered incoherent broadband sources of
optical radiation, including LEDs (but excluding lasers), in the wavelength range from 200
nm through 3000 nm.

Classification

According to EN 62471:2008 sources of optical radiation are classified into risk groups
subject to their potential photobiological hazard.

Exempt

Group



Blue light hazard (photoretinitis)

The photochemical retinal hazard involves a photochemical process in which highly
energetic short-wave radiation causes damage, in some cases irreversible, to the retina.

The main area of concerns lies between 400 nm and 500 nm (= blue light). The critical
aspect in terms of the harm potential however is not the blue component itself, but
rather the energy content in this range of the spectrum, which depends essentially on the
luminance (effective blue light radiance).

Gazing up at a blue sky (very high proportion of blue light, but scattered, so luminance
low), for example, is completely harmless, but even very brief exposure to direct sunlight,
which has a very high radiance, can lead to damage.

The radiation absorbed — which depends on the intensity of the incident light and the
length of exposure — causes photochemical decomposition of the pigments present in
the photoreceptor cells. The photopigment fragments thus created act as free radicals,
leading to the death of the photoreceptor cells.



RELIABILITY

How to judge LED lifespan

A widespread rumor is that LED has more than 100,000 hours lifespan, which is simply
not true. Unlike other lighting sources, LED rarely fails abruptly. Instead, the intensity of
LED emission degrades gently. After 100,000 hours, LED may still work, however, it
probably cannot provide usable light any more.
An approach to estimate LED lifespan is to measure the luminous flux remaining after a
certain period, which is called lumen maintenance. The corresponding approaches are
specified in the standard LM-80-08 and TM-21-11 authored by IESNA. LM-80 defines test
methods to collect data of LED output performance at selected elapsed time at 3
different operation temperatures. While TM-21 details how to extrapolate the future
performance from LM-80 data tested in a relatively short term.

The reliability of YujiCapture

All products in YujiCapture series took the tests of LM-80 for 9,000 hours, 1.5 times
longer than the minimum requirement, after which, they still illuminate more than 95%
of the original lumen. Satisfying with the prediction method 6X specified in TM-21, L70
(time elapsed to 70% lumen maintenance) is larger than 54,000 hours. Thus, benefits
from Yuji’s unique phosphor technology and advanced thermal dissipation design, the
long life time not only reduces your maintenance cost, but also makes your equipment
more reliable, with which you could focus on your creation instead of the trivia about the
tools.

LM80

Certificated



ECO-FRIENDLY & ELECTRICAL SAFETY

RoHS Compliance of Yuji LED Products

All YUJILED SMD products on the website and in our LED catalogs comply with the
Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances (RoHS) in Electrical and Electronic
Equipment.

The LED chipsets used in the luminaires are Pb-free soldering compatible (Max Soldering
Temp. 260℃) so that these LEDs can be used as environmentally safe products.

Click here to acquire Yuji LED - RoHS compliance

Here is the RoHS website for more info.

CE CERTIFICATE of Yuji LED Luminaires

The CE mark is mandated for certain products sold within the European Economic Area,
enabling freedom of movement in the European market.

This marking means that the manufactured product meets EU safety, health and
environmental standards that have been stipulated by legislation. Products demarcated
with CE are not necessarily produced in Europe, but the marking means they can legally
be sold there.

Click here to acquire Yuji LED - RoHS compliance

Here is the CE mark website for more info.

If you have any questions or concerns regarding the certificate or compliance of our LED
products, please contact our support team and they will be happy to address your
concerns in a timely manner:
info@yujigroup.com
https://www.yujiintl.com/contact.html

CE

Compliant

RoHS

Compliant

mailto:info@yujigroup.com
https://www.yujiintl.com/contact.html


STANDARDIZATION

Standardized testing approaches fulfill LM-79

To provide reliable and reproducible accurate measurements of photometric,
colorimetric and electrical parameters of LEDs, YujiCapture applies standardized
instruments, the Everfine test system, including the world-leading high-speed
spectroradiometer HAAS-2000 and integrating sphere with advanced coating for perfect
diffuse performance, under strict conditions, such as constant 25℃ ambient
temperature, which fully meet the procedures and precautions described in IESNA LM-79.
Besides, the instrument error and calibration cycles are handled cautiously by our
expertise engineers to ensure the accuracy of the results.

Therefore, from YujiCapture, you will not only get professional detailed specifications,
including luminous/radiant flux, electrical power, luminous efficacy, spectrum power
distribution, chromaticity coordinates and etc., but also could trust them. These will
surely promote your original design of any photographical or cinematographic lighting
systems.
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